
Year 4 Home Learning Week 1 Answers  

English 

Day 1  
Spelling 
accident address appear believe build  
actual answer arrive bicycle business  
 
Hard 
The stomach’s lining 
The intestine’s wiggly shape 
The mouth’s teeth 
A human’s digestive system 
 
Harder – Tick correct use of above in sentences 
Some possible examples: 
The stomach’s lining is strong. 
The intestine’s wiggly shape makes it perfect to fit in your body. 
The mouth’s teeth help to break down food. 
A human’s digestive system is made up of several steps. 
 

Day 2  
Spelling 
calendar caught centre consider continue 
decide describe different difficult disappear 
 
Hard – The following examples should be ticked 
Through the oesophagus 
Inside the stomach 
Next to the canine teeth 
 
Harder – Tick correct use of above in sentences 
Some possible examples: 
The food travels through the oesophagus. 
Food stays inside the stomach for several hours. 
These teeth are positioned next to the canine teeth. 
 
Hardest 
Inside the liver is where the blood is cleaned. 
The food moves through the stomach to the oesophagus. 
Beside the liver, is the stomach. OR The stomach is beside the liver. OR The liver is beside the 
stomach. OR Beside the stomach, is the liver. 

Day 3 
Spelling 
early eight enough exercise experience 
experiment extreme famous favourite February 
 
Hard 

1. but/yet (The answer could be either of these) 
2. and 
3. but/yet/and (The answer could be any of these three) 



Harder – Tick correct use of FANBOYS  
Some possible examples: 
The food stays in the stomach for around four hours but eventually it moves to the small 
intestine. 
When we put food into our mouth, we use our teeth to chew so we can swallow it. 
Inside the oesophagus, muscles contract to push down our food and it reaches our stomach. 
 
Hardest – Tick correct use of FANBOYS 

Day 4 
Spelling 
forwards fruit grammar guard guide 
heart height history imagine increase 
 
No marking needed for story map task 
 

Day 5 
Spelling 
important interest island knowledge learn 
library material medicine mention naughty 
 
Task – Tick if they have included: 

- Emotions for the key moments 
- Reasons for the emotions 

 


